
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     



Workshop number and description 

1 How to eat well and 

relieve stress! 

 

The healthy revision pizza.  

Cook yourself a homemade pizza – 

brilliant for freezing and snacking on 

later. 

We will provide the ingredients for a 

Margherita pizza – if you want different 

toppings please bring them in yourselves.  

Please also bring some form of container 

or foil to take your pizza home! 

 

2 Art Workshop 

 

Come and get lost in clay! 

Learn the basic skills to hand build a 

vessel/container for your bedroom. 

3 I Can & I Am – Get on 

Board! 

 

On board the bus, you will take part in a 

pizza making session on the ground floor 

which has been converted in to a state of 

the art kitchen. You will then take part in a 

half hour workshop. You will leave the 

session with a better understanding of 

your own qualities and strengths, plus one 

or two tools that may help you to manage 

your own emotions and deal withany 

setbacks that arise for you or others close 

to you in the future.  

4 Copper & Enamel  

Jewellery Workshop 

 

Make a piece of copper and enamel 

(colourful melted glass) jewellery for 

yourself. 

You can choose from a range of pre-cut 

copper shapes, including guitar picks, 

stars, triangles and hummingbirds.  

You get to spend some time decorating 

your piece of metal and personalising it 

with metal stamps and coloured enamel. 

It's yours to take away at the end of the 

session.  



5 Football 

 

 

Exercise increases focus and 

concentration. 

Regular exercise releases brain 

chemicals key for memory, 

concentration, and mental sharpness at 

the same time as lifting your mood, 

lowering stress and anxiety all of which 

contribute to brain health. 

Enjoy a game of football with your friends 

and teachers. 

6 Mindfulness/Yoga 

 

First we will ground ourselves in our body, 

where we will learn some gentle 

stretching postures to ease the tension in 

your body, followed by some deep 

relaxation to help calm your nervous 

system! 

Then we will focus on bringing mindful 

awareness to your experience; where 

you will learn how to develop a 

mindfulness practice that will support you 

in difficult and stressful times and will 

enhance your awareness of each 

present moment and its incredible 

possibilities. 

7 Pamper Café 

 

 Indulge and soothe with a retro-chic 

cuppa, homemade cake and precious 

catch-up time – because you are worth 

it. 

 

8 Rainbow Woods walk, 

chat & hot chocolate  

Enjoy parts of the Bath Skyline Walk, hunt 

for fairy gates, play tag in the woods, 

build a den and go on the big swing! 

All accompanied by a hot chocolate if 

desired! 

Some warm clothes and some good 

walking boots/trainers will be required. 

(Periods 3 & 4 only). 

 

 



9 T-shirt Printing  Make a personalised t-shirt ready to 

celebrate a half-term pyjama day! Bring 

a smile to your face with a bright and 

cheery design. Either come with a pre-

cut stencil or choose from our selection. 

We’ll provide the t-shirt and paints, you 

provide the chat and friendly company. 

 

10 Ralph Allen Oscars  

 

Bit of a film buff? Or just love watching 

films? Visit our lazy lounge where you can 

watch the latest Oscar nominated short 

films and decide which one would get a 

RAFA (Ralph Allen Film Award) from you. 

Don’t forget to bring popcorn and pic ‘n’ 

mix, it wouldn’t be real cinema 

experience without it, would it? 

11 Escape Room 

 

Come and test your problem solving skills 

to find the way out of our escape room. 

You will need to work as a team to get 

through the challenges to be able to 

escape. Thinking outside of the box will 

help you succeed in this challenge. 

 

 

12 Silent Revision 

 

This workshop will be silent and allow you 

to begin your revision in earnest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


